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We demonstrate the existence of tunable bound-states in continuum (BIC) in a 1-dimensional
quantum wire with two impurities induced by an intense monochromatic radiation field. We found
that there is a new type of BIC due to the Fano interference between two optical transition channels,
in addition to the ordinary BIC due to a geometrical interference between electron wave functions
emitted by impurities. In both cases the BIC can be achieved by tuning the frequency of the
radiation field.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of bound-states in continuum (BIC)
was first discovered by Wigner and von Neumann [1].
Subsequent studies can be found in a number of papers
(e.g., [2]-[7]). An experimental report showed evidence of
BIC in super-lattice structures of quantum wells with a
single impurity site [8] or in single defect tube [9]. Exam-
ples of BIC in a double-cavity, 2-dimensional (2D) elec-
tron waveguide was reported in [10]-[11].
In general if a discrete state embeds inside the con-
tinuum, the state will become unstable due to the res-
onance effect. If the transition channels are more than
one, the resonance line-shape becomes asymmetric due
to the quantum interference between those decay chan-
nels. The phenomenon often refereed as the Fano in-
terference [18, 19]. There are many studies that have
followed Fano’s work. However, the phenomena of the
BIC and the Fano interference have been often studied
as individual effects. In this paper we discuss the relation
between BIC and Fano interference.
As an example, we consider here a tight-binding
model with two intra-atoms attached to a semiconduc-
tor nanowire under a constant irradiation of an intense
monochromatic radiation field. An electron of an intra-
atom is excited by the radiation field from a lower energy
state to an intermediate energy state to states with a con-
tinuous range of energies; alternatively, the electron from
the lower energy state can jump directly to the continu-
ous states. We label these two optical transition paths as
T1· and T2·, respectively (see FIG.1). Since there are two
optical transition channels, Fano interference appears in
this model
The main results that we present in this paper are
twofold: The first one is a new type of BIC in this system.
In this BIC, the energy of the bound state depends on
the coupling constant g of the interaction between the
discrete state and the continuum. This is not the case of
ordinary BIC that has been discussed before (see, e.g.,
Refs. [5, 6]). The ordinary BIC can be found for special
values of energy of the discrete state that are imbedded
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in the continuum, where the energy shift of the discrete
state due to the interaction vanishes. This value of the
energy may found by requiring that the so-called “self-
energy part”of the discrete state vanishes. Hence, this
type of BIC has the same energy as the unperturbed
energy without the interaction. We found this type of
BIC in our model. In addition, however, we found the
new type of BIC as mentioned above. Since this new
type of BIC depends on the interaction, we call this a
“dynamic BIC,” while we call the ordinary type of BIC
a “static BIC.” As discussed in [5], the static BIC is due
to a geometrical interference in the wire between electron
wave functions emitted by impurities. 1 In contrast, the
dynamic BIC appears because of the multichannels of
the transition, T1· and T2·, as we shall show. Hence, the
dynamic BIC is the result of Fano interference.
The second main result is that because the freedom to
chose the frequency of the radiation field, both BIC (the
dynamic BIC and static BIC) may exist for wide value of
the spectrum of the discrete state. This is not the case
of the BIC that has been discussed in [5] for the system
without the radiation field. Indeed, in the absence of the
1 In other systems such as the system of Ref. [4], the energy of the
BIC due to geometrical interference does depend on the interac-
tion; however in the present system this energy is independent
of the interaction. Due to this feature it is much easier to distin-
guish the two types of BIC in the present system.
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2radiation field, we have shown in [5] that the BIC may
exist only for a special value of the discrete energy. In
contrast, here one can tune the frequency of the radiation
field in order to achieve the BIC for arbitrary value of the
energy of the discrete state. This tune-ability makes the
BIC phenomena much more feasible to observe experi-
mentally.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we in-
troduce the model. Then, we decompose the Hamiltonian
of the system into the symmetric part and anti-symmetric
part so that we can analyze our problem in much sim-
pler form. In section 3, we construct the complex eigen-
value of resonance states to analyze the instability of the
discrete states inside the continuum. Then we find the
BIC by requiring that the imaginary part of the complex
eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian vanishes at the BIC. In
section 4, we present several cases of the dynamic BIC
and the static BIC by plotting the imaginary part of the
eigenvalue as a function of the frequency of the radiation
field. In section 5, we summarize our results.
II. MODEL
We shall consider a semiconductor nanowire with
donor-acceptor impurities, e.g. 3D transition metal im-
purities [14, 15], where the multiplet discrete levels of
transition metals appear in the semiconductor band gap
[16]. An electron of a donor is excited by an optical
transition and is transferred to the acceptor through a
semiconductor conduction band, and the electron is dex-
cited by an intra-atomic transition to emit a photon (see
FIG. 1).
We show the model system of the present work in FIG.
1. The system consists of a semiconductor nanowire with
donor and acceptor impurities located at xD and xA, re-
spectively. The semiconductor nanowire is described by
a 1D tight-binding model with a nearest neighbor inter-
action −B/2 yielding a 1D conduction band with band-
width B with a lattice constant of d. We consider the
lower and higher energy states of the donor (acceptor)
impurity represented by |D〉 (|A〉) and |D∗〉 (|A∗〉), re-
spectively. In this paper we use a conventional notation
“*” for excited states used in Atomic Molecular and Opti-
cal physics. We consider the charge transfer between the
higher energy state to the nanowire at the impurity sites
of xD and xA with a coupling gB, where g is a dimen-
sionless coupling constant. The electronic Hamiltonian
is then represented by
Hel = ED|D〉〈D|+ ED∗ |D∗〉〈D∗|
+EA|A〉〈A|+ EA∗ |A∗〈A∗|
+E0
N/2∑
i=−N/2
|xi〉〈xi| − B
2
∑
<i,i′>
|xi〉〈xi′ |
+gB (|xD〉〈D|+ |D∗〉〈xD|)
+gB (|xA〉〈A∗|+ |A∗〉〈xA|) , (1)
where ED (EA) and ED∗ (EA∗) are the energies of |D〉
(|A〉) and |D∗〉 (|A∗〉), respectively. The symbol < i, i′ >
represents the sum over nearest neighbors, where the sum
runs from −N to N .
The 1D tight-binding Hamiltonian is diagonalized by
the wave-number representation defined by
|k〉 = 1√
L
N/2∑
i=−N/2
eikxi |xi〉 , (2)
Where under the periodic boundary condition the wave
number takes the values of
kj =
2pij
Nd
,
(
j = interger , − N
2
≤ j < N
2
)
(3)
with the length of the nanowire L ≡ Nd. We consider
the case N  1, and approximate it by taking the limit
N →∞. In this limit we have
2pi
L
N/2∑
j=−N/2
→
∫ pi/d
−pi/d
dk,
2pi
L
δKrj,j′ → δ(k − k′) , (4)
where the “δKr” stands for Kronecker delta. We will take
this limit in section 3.
In terms of the wave number representation, Hel reads
Hel = ED|D〉〈D|+ ED∗ |D∗〉〈D∗|
+ EA|A〉〈A|+ EA∗ |A∗〉〈A∗|
+
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
Ek|k〉〈k|
+
gB√
L
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
(
e−ikxD |k〉〈D∗|+ eikxD |D∗〉〈k|)
+
gB√
L
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
(
e−ikxA |k〉〈A∗|+ eikxA |A∗〉〈k|) ,(5)
where the dispersion relation of an electron in the con-
tinuum is given by
Ek = E0 − 2B cos(kd) . (6)
As convention we will use the summation notation over
wave vector k. In Eq.(5) and hereafter. In this paper we
3will set the origin of energy at E0, i.e., E0 = 0, then we
have Ek = −2B cos(kd).
We also consider a monochromatic radiation field with
a frequency Ω which is close to the transition energies of
ED∗ −ED or EA∗ −EA. The radiation field is described
by
HR = ~Ωb†b , (7)
where b (b†) is an annihilation (creation) operator for the
radiation field.
As for the interaction of the electron with the radiation
field, we consider two optical transition paths from the
impurity lower levels. One is the intra-atomic transition
in which an electron is excited from the lower impurity
level to the upper impurity level. The other is the inter-
atomic transition in which an electron at the lower im-
purity level is directly excited into the host semiconduc-
tor nanowire at the impurity site. Then the interaction
Hamiltonian is described under the dipole approximation
[3] as
HV = T1D
(|D∗〉〈D|b+ |D〉〈D∗|b†)
+ T1A
(|A∗〉〈A|b+ |A〉〈A∗|b†)
+ T2D
(|xD〉〈D|b+ |D〉〈xD|b†)
+ T2A
(|xA〉〈A|b+ |A〉〈xA|b†) , (8)
where T1· and T2· represent the transition strengths for
the two optical transitions. Since the monochromatic ra-
diation ~Ω is near resonant to the transition from the
lower level to the upper level or semiconductor conduc-
tion band, we have used rotating wave approximation
(RWA) in Eq. (8) where we have neglected further ex-
citation from the conduction electron to higher excited
states.
Even though the interactions of the electron with the
radiation field, T1· and T2·, are small, when the the ra-
diation field intensity is large with a large value of n, we
have to incorporate the radiation field non-perturbatively
in terms of the dressed state concept. We then consider
the composite vector space of the electronic states and
the radiation field [17]. Let us denote the number state
|n〉 (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) as an eigenstate of the radiation filed.
Then the composite vector basis is comprised of |α, n〉,
where α denotes the electronic states: α = D,A,D∗, A∗,
and k. In terms of these basis, total Hamiltonian is de-
scribed by
H = Hel +HR +HV
=
∞∑
n=0
∑
α=D,A,D∗,A∗,k
(Eα + ~Ωn)|α, n〉〈α, n|
+
gB√
L
∞∑
n=0
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
(
e−ikxD |k, n〉〈D∗, n|+ eikxD |D∗, n〉〈k, n|+ e−ikxA |k, n〉〈A∗, n|+ eikxA |A∗, n〉〈k, n|
)
+
∞∑
n=1
√
n[T1D(|D∗, n− 1〉〈D,n|+ |D,n〉〈D∗, n− 1|) + T1A(|A∗, n− 1〉A,n|+ |A,n〉〈A,n− 1|)]
+
∞∑
n=1
√
n√
L
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
[T2D(e
−ikxD |k, n− 1〉〈D,n|+ eikxD |D,n〉〈k, n− 1|)
+T2A(e
−ikxA |k, n− 1〉〈A,n|+ eikxA |A,n〉〈k, n− 1|)] . (9)
4This can be also written as
H =
∞∑
n=0
{ ∑
α=D,A
(
Eα + ~Ω(n+ 1)
)|α, n+ 1〉〈α, n+ 1|+ ∑
α=D∗,A∗,k
(
Eα + ~Ωn
)|α, n〉〈α, n|
+
gB√
L
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
(
e−ikxD |k, n〉〈D∗, n|+ eikxD |D∗, n〉〈k, n|+ e−ikxA |k, n〉〈A∗, n|+ eikxA |A∗, n〉〈k, n|
)
+
√
n+ 1[T1D(|D∗, n〉〈D,n+ 1|+ |D,n+ 1〉〈D∗, n|) + T1A(|A∗, n〉〈A,n+ 1|+ |A,n+ 1〉〈A,n|)]
+
√
n+ 1√
L
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
[T2D(e
−ikxD |k, n〉〈D,n+ 1|+ eikxD |D,n+ 1〉〈k, n|)
+T2A(e
−ikxA |k, n〉〈A,n+ 1|+ eikxA |A,n+ 1〉〈k, n|)]
}
≡
∞∑
n=0
Hn . (10)
Note that the total vector subspace is classified into in-
dependent manifolds according to the photon number n
[17].
In the present work, we solve the complex eigenvalue
problem of H. For simplicity, we shall consider a sym-
metric situation where
xD = −xA , El ≡ ED = EA , Eu ≡ ED∗ = EA∗ ,
Ti ≡ TiA = TiD , (11)
where l stands for the lower level, and u stands for the
upper level. In this case, because of the inversion symme-
try of the system, we can further decompose the vector
space according to the parity. We denote the following
symmetrized basis as (for symmetric basis)
|Sl, n+ 1〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|D,n+ 1〉+ |A,n+ 1〉), (12)
|Su, n〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|D∗, n〉+ |A∗, n〉), (13)
|Sk, n〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|k, n〉+ | − k, n〉), (14)
and (for anti-symmetric basis)
|Pl, n+ 1〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|D,n+ 1〉 − |A,n+ 1〉), (15)
|Pu, n〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|D∗, n〉 − |A∗, n〉), (16)
|Pk, n〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|k, n〉 − | − k, n〉). (17)
With these basis, Hn is divided as
Hn = H
p
n +H
s
n , (18)
where
Hsn =
(
El + ~Ω(n+ 1)
)|Sl, n+ 1〉〈Sl, n+ 1|
+(Eu + nΩ)|Su, n〉〈Su, n|+
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
Ek|Sk, n〉〈Sk, n|
+
gB√
L
pi/d∑
k=0
2 cos(kxD)
(
|Sk, n〉〈Su, n|+ |Su, n〉〈Sk, n|
)
+ T1
√
n+ 1
(
|Su, n〉〈Sl, n+ 1|+ |Sl, n+ 1〉〈Su, n|
)
+ T2
√
n+ 1√
L
pi/d∑
k=0
2 cos(kxD)
(
|Sk, n〉〈Sl, n+ 1|
+|Sl, n+ 1〉〈Sk, n|
)
, (19)
and
Hpn =
(
El + ~Ω(n+ 1
)
)|Pl, n+ 1〉〈Pl, n+ 1|
+(Eu + nΩ)|Pu, n〉〈Pu, n|+
pi/d∑
k=−pi/d
Ek|Pk, n〉〈Pk, n|
+
gB√
L
pi/d∑
k=0
2i sin(kxD)
(
|Pk, n〉〈Pu, n|+ |Pu, n〉〈Pk, n|
)
+ T1
√
n+ 1
(
|Pu, n〉〈Pl, n+ 1| − |Pl, n+ 1〉〈Pu, n|
)
+ T2
√
n+ 1√
L
pi/d∑
k=0
2i sin(kxD)
(
|Pk, n〉 〈Pl, n+ 1|
−|Pl, n+ 1〉〈Pk, n|
)
. (20)
Hereafter we use the units d = 1 and ~ = 1. By tak-
ing the limit L ≡ Na → ∞, summation over the wave
number k turns into the integration as in Eq.(3).
5III. OPTICAL DRESSED BOUND STATE IN
CONTINUUM
As we pointed out previously, our main focus is to
study the decay process under influence of a constant ir-
radiation of an intense monochromatic optical field. For
this purpose, we solve the complex eigenvalue problem of
the Hamiltonian. The solutions corresponding to unsta-
ble state are found on the second Riemann sheet of the
complex energy plane. The imaginary part gives decay
rate of the unstable state.
We shall solve the complex eigenvalue problem of the
Hamiltonian:
HnψE = EψE . (21)
We start with the anti-symmetric sector, i.e., p-sector
in Eq.(20). We denote the components of the eigenstates
in the p-sector as
 D˜D˜∗
x˜k
 ≡
 〈Pl, n+ 1|ψE〉〈Pu, n|ψE〉
〈Pk, n|ψE〉
 , (22)
From Eq. (21) we obtain the following system of equa-
tions (for d = 1)
(El + (n+ 1)Ω)D˜ +
√
n+ 1T1D˜
∗ +
√
n+ 1T2
pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk isin(xDk)x˜k = ED˜ ,
√
n+ 1T1D˜ + (Eu + nΩ)D˜
∗ +
g
pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk Bisin(xDk)x˜k = ED˜
∗ ,
−
√
n+ 1T2
pi
isin(xDk
′)D˜ − gB
pi
isin(xDk
′)D˜∗ +
1
pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk Bcos(xDk)δ(k − k′)x˜k = Ex˜k .
(23)
From the above relations, we obtain the eigenvalue
equation for p-sector. With similar calculations, we can
also obtain the eigenvalue equations for the symmetric
sector, s-sector in Eq.(19). We summarize both p- and
s-sectors into one form as the following eigenvalue equa-
tions whose solutions give the resonant-state pole of the
resolvent operator [z − Hn]−1 at z = E in the second
Riemann sheet,
(z − ((n+ 1)Ω + El))(z − (Eu + nΩ))− (n+ 1)T 21
−Ξp,s(z)g2[(z − (Ω(n+ 1) + El))B + 2(n+ 1)T1T2
g
+ (n+ 1)
T 22
g2B
(z − (Eu + nΩ))] = 0
(24)
where Ξp,s(z) are the self-energies of the Hamiltonian
that without the lower energy level and external radiation
field [5]
Ξp,s(z) ≡ 1
pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk
B(1± cos(2kxD))
(z −Bcosk)
=
1
i
√
1− z2/B2
[
1±
(
− z
B
+
√
1− z2/B2
)2xD]
(25)
where the plus and minus is for the s- and p-sectors,
respectively. Putting
z = −Bcosθ (26)
we have
Ξp,s(z) =
1
isinθ
(1± ei2xDθ) (27)
The BIC corresponds to real solution of the eigenvalue
Eq.(24). Note that if the last term of the equation van-
ishes, we obtain
z =
1
2
{
((2n+ 1)Ω + El + Eu)
±
√
(Ω + El − Eu)2 + 4(n+ 1)T 21
}
(28)
which are real solutions.
One can show that these are the only real solutions of
Eq.(24) as follows: Let us denote the real eigenvalue as
z = z0 (29)
Substituting it into Eq.(24), we have
6(z0 − ((n+ 1)Ω + El))(z0 − (nΩ + Eu))− (n+ 1)T 21
= Ξp,s(z0)[(z0 − ((n+ 1)Ω + El))Bg2 + (n+ 1)2gT1T2 + (n+ 1)T
2
2
B
(z0 − (Eu + nΩ))]
(30)
Note the left-hand side itself and the factor in front of
Ξp,s(z0) are both real, because all parameters are real.
Hence Ξp,s(z0) must be real, or else, the factor in front
must vanish.
By the definition of BIC we have
|z0
B
| ≤ 1 (31)
As a result θ in Eq.(26) is real for z = z0. Therefore,
Ξp,s(z0) is a complex number with a non-vanishing imag-
inary part except for
Ξp,s(z) =
1
isinθ
(1± ei2xDθ) = 0 (32)
Eq. (32) leads to one possible set of the BIC that satisfies
1± ei2xDθ = 0 (33)
Then, this leads to Eq.(28).
On the other hand, if Eq.(32) is not satisfied, then,
Ξp,s(z) is a complex number as mentioned above. Hence,
to be consistent which the fact that the left-hand side of
Eq.(30) must be real, we shall have
(z0 − ((n+ 1)Ω + El))Bg2 + (n+ 1)2gT1T2
+(n+ 1)
T 22
B
(z0 − (Eu + nΩ)) = 0 (34)
Hence, once again we obtain Eq.(28). This proves that
z in Eq.(28) are only the real solutions of Eq.(24).
Let us first consider the case of Eq.(32). We notice
that the self-energy for the s- and p-sectors periodically
vanish when
θ =
mpi
2xD
,
{
even integer m for p-sector
odd interger m for s-sector
(35)
and then the real solution of the eigenvalue equation, i.e.
BIC, is given
z0 = −B cos
(
mpi
2xD
)
(36)
Note that the energies of the BIC are the same as ob-
tained in [5], where z0 does not depend on g. This is a
typical feature of the ordinary BIC in this system, hence
the static BIC mentioned in the introduction comes from
a geometrical interference of the two electron wavefunc-
tions emitted from |D∗〉 and |A∗〉 states.
Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq.(30) with the right-
hand-side equal 0, we obtain an equation for the fre-
quency Ω of the photon which can achieve static BIC
in this system[
− cos
(
mpi
2xD
)
− ((n+ 1)Ω + El)
]
×
[
− cos
(
mpi
2xD
)
− (nΩ + Eu)
]
− (n+ 1)T 21 = 0
(37)
Note that this frequency does not depend on T2.
Hence, the BIC which appears at this frequency does not
come from the Fano interference between the two transi-
tion branches corresponding to T1 and T2. As discussed
in [5], in this BIC the electron is trapped in a delocalized
state extended over the two atoms and the section of wire
between them.
Next we consider the case of Eq. (34). This case leads
to a new type of BIC, which is a main result of the present
paper. In contrast to the BIC in Eq. (37), the value of Ω
that satisfies Eqs. (34) and (28) must meet the condition
Ω = Eu − El − BgT1
T2
+ (n+ 1)
T1T2
Bg
(38)
It should be noted that the frequency Ω depends on g
and T2, in contrast to the case Eq.(37).
Hence, we call this BIC the dynamic BIC as mentioned
in the introduction. Note that in the limit T2 → 0, the
dynamic BIC disappears for T1 6= 0. Hence, the BIC is a
result of existence of two transition branches associated
with T1 and T2. In other words, the BIC is a result of
Fano interference.
It should be emphasized that all BICs obtained in our
system exist for any value of Eu for a suitable value of
Ω . This is in contrast to the system without radiation
field discussed in [5], where the BIC occur only for special
values given by
Eu = −B cos
(
mpi
2xD
)
(39)
In other words, the BICs in the system with decoupled
lower |D〉 and |A〉 states occurs only for a special kind
of intra-atoms with the discrete state energies given by
Eq.(39). In contrast, for the present system which T1 6= 0
and T2 6= 0, the BICs in the system may exist for any
intra-atomic levels by tuning the value of Ω. In this sense,
it is experimentally more feasible to achieve the BIC in
our system than the system we have discussed in [5].
7FIG. 2. Absolute value of the imaginary part of eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian (p-sector) as a function of Ω + El. The
parameters are T1 = 0.2, g = 0.2, Eu = 0.1 and xD = 2.
The solid line corresponds to T2 = 0.2, while the dashed line
corresponds to T2 = 0. The curves on the upper-left corner
correspond to another solution of Eq.(24). For T2 = 0.2 (solid
line) there is a static BIC at Ω+El = 0.4 which is independent
of the strength of the interaction g. In addition there is a
dynamic BIC at Ω + El = −0.2 that is due to the interactin
with the Fano interference. The Ω +El values for which BIC
occurs in the plot are consistent with Eqs. (37) and (38),
respectively. When T2 = 0 (dashed line) the Fano interference
is suppressed, so only the first BIC occurs.
FIG. 3. Absolute value of the imaginary part of eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian (p−sector) as a function of Ω + El. The
parameters are the same as in figure 2 except for g = 0.4.
The solid line corresponds to T2 = 0.2, while the dashed line
corresponds to T2 = 0. The static BIC that occurs due to
the vanishing of the self-energy still occurs at Ω + El = 0.4,
while the dynamic BIC is shifted to Ω + El = −0.659 due to
a change of g.
IV. BIC AND GENERAL SOLUTION OF
THE EIGENVALUE EQ. (24)
In this section we will present numerical results show-
ing the general solution of Eq. (24) as function of Ω +El
and compare them to the analytic solutions of the BIC
we obtained in the previous section. For illustration we
will consider the simplest case with n = 0 where Eq.
FIG. 4. Absolute value of the imaginary part of eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian (p-sector) as a function of Ω + El. The
parameters are the same as in figure 2 except for xD = 4.
The solid line corresponds to T2 = 0.2, while the dashed line
corresponds to T2 = 0. There are two BICs at Ω +El = 1.38,
and Ω + El = 0.4, where the self-energy vanishes. There is
another BIC at Ω +El = −0.2, for which the self-energy does
not vanish.
FIG. 5. Absolute value of the imaginary part of eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian (p-sector) as a function of Ω + El. The
parameters are the same as in figure 4 except for g = 0.4.
The solid line corresponds to T2 = 0.2, while the dashed line
corresponds to T2 = 0. There are two static BICs at Ω+El =
1.38, and 0.4, while the dynamic BIC is shifted to Ω + El =
−0.659 due to a change of g.
(37) reduces to a linear equation for Ω. For n 6= 0,
there appear more static BICs than the simplest case
with n = 0. However, in order to demonstrate the essen-
tial difference between dynamic BIC and static BIC, it is
enough to show the simplest case. The numerical results
were obtained through a numerical solution of Eq. (24).
In FIGS. 2-5, we plot the imaginary part of the solution,
Γ ≡ −Imz as a function of Ω + El for the p-sector. The
figures for the s-sector are essentially the same as except
the locations of BICs are different.
In FIGS. 2-5, we plot the case El = 0.1 and T2 = 0.2.
In all these figures the red solid line corresponds to the
8case T2 = 0.2, and the blue dashed line corresponds to
the case T2 = 0. We consider both cases in order to
identify the BIC due to Fano interference.
We show in FIG. 2 the case xD = 2 and g = 0.2; in
FIG. 3 we have the same xD = 2 but g = 0.4. As theo-
retically predicted, we have two BICs, one from Eq.(37)
and the other from Eq.(38) with Γ = 0.
The BIC at the positive value of Ω + El is the static
BIC that exists even in the case T2 = 0. As one can see,
the location of the BIC is at same point in FIG. 2 and
FIG. 3, though the value of g is different. The BIC at
the negative value of Ω +El in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 is the
dynamic BIC that exist only for the case T2 6= 0. The
location of this BIC depends on the value of g (compare
FIG. 2 and FIG. 3).
We show in FIG. 4 the case xD = 4 and g = 0.2;
in FIG. 5 we show the case with the same xD = 4 but
g = 0.4. As predicted, we have different BICs: two are
from Eq.(37), and the other from Eq. (38) with Γ = 0.
All the static BICs are located at predicted values of
Ω +El. They exist also in the case T2 = 0. The location
of the static BICs in FIG. 4 appear at the same points in
FIG. 5 though the value of g is different. The dynamic
BIC appears at the negative values of Ω + El in FIG. 4.
We have this dynamic BIC only for T2 6= 0. The location
of the BIC depends on the value g as predicted by Eq.
(38).
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have shown tunable bound-states in
continuum (BIC) in a 1D quantum wire with two im-
purities, induced by an intense monochromatic radiation
field. We found a new type of BIC in this system that
we call “dynamic BIC,” in addition to the other type of
BIC that we call “static BIC.” In contrast to the static
BIC, the energy of the dynamic BIC depends on the cou-
pling constant g between the discrete state of the electron
and the continuous state of the electron. Moreover, we
have shown that the dynamic BIC occurs because of the
Fano interference among the two transition channels of
the electron induced by the radiation field.
Furthermore, we have shown that all BICs obtained in
our system exist for any value of El of the discrete state
for a suitable frequency Ω of the radiation field. This is
not the case for the ordinary BIC without the radiation
field. In this sense, it is experimentally more feasible to
achieve the BIC in our system.
In order to justify experimentally our theoretical re-
sults, however, we need the Fano profile of the absorp-
tion spectrum of the radiation field [5]. To construct the
Fano profile, we have to construct the eigenstates with
the complex eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian for the res-
onance states (see e.g. [21]). We hope to present this
elsewhere.
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